POSTMEMORIAL PERFORMANCE FROM KARLSRUHE TO
PŌNEKE: THE MUSICAL LEGACY OF RICHARD FUCHS
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INTRODUCTION
‘The year is 1937 and the writing is on the wall for Jewish artists and musicians in
Germany. Richard Fuchs was one of them.’1 So begins The Third Richard (2008), a
documentary film by Danny Mulheron and Sara Stretton. Danny’s narration
describes his grandfather Richard Fuchs as ‘a composer, an architect, an artist, a
German, a Jew, and a New Zealander’, as the camera performs a slow pan of his
and Sara’s living room in Pōneke Wellington.2 The mantelpiece is decorated with
heirlooms and family portraits glow in the flickering light of a single candle flame.
Soft piano music can be heard as the camera slows to reveal Danny, seated at the
piano playing one of his grandfather’s compositions.
The poignancy of Danny’s performance lies in the ensuing account of its belated
origin. Richard Salomon Fuchs (1887–1947) died years before Danny was born.
When Danny’s grandmother Dora Fuchs (née Stern) died in 1978, she left behind
a carton of manuscripts containing all of her husband’s surviving symphonies and
choral works. These, Danny explains, remained virtually untouched until 2005: ‘I
didn’t pay much attention to [the manuscripts] until at the prompting of a music
historian [Steven Sedley] I hauled down this carton from the attic … and opened
it up.’3 Most of the music had never been performed, either in Germany or in
Aotearoa New Zealand. Fuchs’s art was doubly rejected; performances of his music
were banned in Nazi Germany because he was Jewish, and as a German enemy
alien composing in wartime New Zealand, he was ignored. Danny states in his film,
‘It had never been heard – not even by the composer.’4
Richard Fuchs’s music was thus lost and forgotten, following a pattern of
neglect and loss common to Jewish artworks from the long twentieth century.5
While such a phenomenon means that over time cultural knowledge is lost and in
some cases will never be recovered, there lies a powerful potential in those works
that are recovered and can therefore be rediscovered. If embodied and performancebased practices – such as musical performance – function as a form of social
memory and historical reconnection through relived tradition, what role might

Danny Mulheron and Sara Stretton, The Third Richard, documentary film, Rollover Productions,
New Zealand, 2008, 01:28. See also <https://richardfuchs.nz/documentary/> (retrieved 24
October 2021).
2 The Third Richard, 01:42.
3 The Third Richard, 02:55.
4 The Third Richard, 03:23.
5 Fuchs’s biographer Steven Sedley notes that his earliest recorded work is dated 1931, when he
was aged 44, and suggests: ‘It is possible that when the family decided to emigrate from Germany
he destroyed all his early music, or they might have been lost like so much else.’ Steven Sedley,
‘Richard Fuchs Biography’, p. 4, as published on the Richard Fuchs Archive
<https://richardfuchs.nz/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Fuchsbiography.pdf> (retrieved 24
October 2021).
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Assorted photographs of the Fuchs family in Germany: Richard and Dora Fuchs, with elder daughter Eva and younger
daughter Soni, 11 July 1933. Private collection. Reproduced with permission of J. Mulheron, D. Mulheron and S. Stretton.
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music and its performance play in the transmission of familial memory of refugee
migration experience? Furthermore, when the music performed is itself an original
product of that German-Jewish exilic experience, how does this historical
authenticity influence such performances?
This article applies Marianne Hirsch’s postmemory theory as a framework
for examining subsequent private-familial and public-memorial performances of
Richard Fuchs’s music. After defining postmemory theory as it relates to exile, I
explore the role of music in Fuchs’s family life, and the intimate relationship
between the second-generation inheritance of musical tradition and the first
generation’s migration experience. Finally, two memorial performances of Fuchs’s
works are considered: the memorial concert held at the Karlsruhe Hochschule für
Musik, Germany, in 2007 (as recorded in Mulheron’s film), and the world premiere
of A Song For Simeon (1938), performed at the 2016 Kristallnacht Holocaust
Commemoration Concert at the St James Theatre in Pōneke Wellington, New
Zealand. By simultaneously embodying and memorialising the Fuchs family’s exilic
experience, these performances articulate both familial and affiliative forms of
postmemory, enabling the transmission of memory from one generation to the
next, as well as to a broader second-generation public audience.
EXILE AND POSTMEMORY
Second-generation scholar Marianne Hirsch foregrounds her concept of
‘postmemory’ by describing ‘the ruptures introduced by collective historical
trauma, by war, Holocaust, exile, and refugeehood.’ This is especially pertinent in
the case of European Jewish refugees whose personal possessions, cultural
archives, and communal records were lost, confiscated or destroyed during the
Holocaust. These ruptures, Hirsch suggests, severely impair both communicative
memory and institutionalised cultural memory (the memories linked between
individuals and groups). This is because such ruptures disrupt the assumed lines of
memory transmission via embodied practice and symbolic systems ‘connecting
individual to family, to social group, to institutionalized historical archive.’
‘Histories’, she says, are ‘suppressed and eradicated’ (and I would add dispersed) as a
result of the Holocaust. She argues the concept of ‘postmemory’ acts as a bridging,
reparative mode, by which these ruptures can be counteracted.6
Postmemory, in Hirsch’s own words, ‘describes the relationship of the
second generation to powerful, often traumatic, experiences that preceded their
births but that were nevertheless transmitted to them so deeply as to seem to
constitute memories in their own right.’7 Memory here is not distinctly recall, rather
postmemory’s connection to the past is mediated ‘by imaginative investment,
projection and creation…. These events happened in the past, but their effects
continue into the present.’8 Thus described, postmemory is best conceived as ‘a
Marianne Hirsch, The Generation of Postmemory: Writing and Visual Culture After the Holocaust,
Columbia University Press, New York, 2012, p. 33.
7 Marianne Hirsch, ‘The Generation of Postmemory’, Poetics Today, vol. 29, no. 1, 2008, p. 103.
8 Ibid., p. 107.
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structure of inter- and transgenerational transmission of traumatic knowledge and
experience.’9
Hirsch’s distinction between ‘familial’ and ‘affiliative’ postmemory also
shows that transmission of traumatic experiences can occur across a wider social
field than just within the family. While familial postmemory describes the
transmission of traumatic events directly from first generation survivors and
witnesses to their descendants, affiliative postmemory is the lateral transmission
from descendants to others of their generation who also seek a connection to past
events.10 According to Hirsch’s definition, the two forms can interact so that
‘Familial structures of mediation and representation facilitate the affiliative acts of
the postgeneration’.11 Significantly, Hirsch emphasises the role of material culture
in these processes, arguing that physical objects, as well as images and stories
bequeathed to the second generation ‘carry memory traces from the past … but
they also embody the very process of its transmission’ from one generation to the
next.12 Richard Fuchs’s own ‘archive of exile’ forms the access point from which
the next generation can reconnect with his art and experiences, and their heritage.
PERFORMING THE FAMILIAL: MUSICAL TRADITION THROUGH
FUCHS FAMILY OBJECTS
Music was a compulsive part of Richard Fuchs’s daily life, so vital that he needed
to have instruments and music near him constantly. The family’s Karlsruhe
apartment building in Baden-Württemberg in south-west Germany had two pianos:
one in Richard’s sitting room on the third floor where the family lived, and another
in his office on the ground floor, from which he worked as a professional architect.
Richard’s daughter Soni recalled that he kept the second piano in his office ‘because
every now and again he had to stop and play the piano.’13 Although he had a
successful career as an architect, Fuchs continued composing and was on the cusp
of national fame when the rise to power of Hitler and the National Socialist Party
ended both careers. Fuchs was at once forbidden to practise architecture and
restricted to producing only ‘Jewish music’ that was to be played for Jewish-only
audiences.14
When the Fuchs family fled Germany in 1938, Richard carried his
handwritten compositions with him on the long journey to Aotearoa New Zealand.
Having organised for the German furniture-removal firm Steffelin to transport the
majority of their possessions by cargo ship, they could only hope the company
would follow through with their commission, as the 1938 Decree on the

Marianne Hirsch, ‘The Generation of Postmemory’, in Liliane Weissberg and Karen Beckman
(eds), On Writing with Photography, University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, 2013, p. 205.
10 Hirsch, ‘The Generation of Postmemory’, Poetics Today, pp. 114–15.
11 Hirsch, The Generation of Postmemory: Writing and Visual Culture after the Holocaust, p. 39.
12 Ibid., p. 178.
13 Sonia (Soni) Mulheron, interview by Louisa Hormann, 11 August 2015, Wellington, interview
03/10. Track file 2 of 2: TASCAM_0082.wav.
14 Mulheron and Stretton, The Third Richard, 09:05.
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Hatbox and scarf which belonged to Richard Fuchs. The box, along with a briefcase, were the only items besides clothing that Richard
carried on his person when he emigrated. Collection of Fuchs Archive. Display at Wellington Museum, 2015. Photograph by author,
with permission of Wellington Museum, J. Mulheron, D. Mulheron and S. Stretton.
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Registration of Jewish Property made it ‘legal’ for German businesses to seize
undeclared property of Jews emigrating from German territories.15 Richard’s
daughter Soni Mulheron (née Fuchs) was eleven years old when she and her family
arrived in Wellington on 17 April 1939. She remembers the day the shipment finally
arrived; ‘everything was wrapped up very carefully and nothing had been pinched.’16
Persecution and emigration become pivotal points in refugees’ life
narratives, giving personal possessions meaning beyond their everyday, practical or
aesthetic significance, as they move with their owners into a new cultural context.
The compositions and sheet music Richard carried in his briefcase, along with
family papers, money and passports, were both essential items and objects of
sentimental value. Carried into flight, such items have the potential, as social
anthropologist David Parkin argues, to function as mobile depositories of cultural
identity and knowledge to ensure continuity between generations.17 Even though
refugee Holocaust survivors often did not – could not – speak about their traumatic
experiences, the survival of the objects themselves, kept by the first generation and
later passed down to the second, speaks to the emotional and memorial significance
carried by such objects.
According to Danny Mulheron, his grandparents’ objects and the objects
of other German-Jewish refugee families are about survival, and specifically the
survival of Jewish life and tradition around the world; collective identity as
sustained through objects of memory. Danny believes ‘these objects … and
traditions, are what they [European Jews] feel has helped them survive. Reliance
on that extended thing…. There’s a kind of shared thing, and these objects are
about survival.’ His wife Sara, herself a researcher of the Fuchs family history and
producer of The Third Richard, suggests that bringing all their household possessions
(and associated traditions) to New Zealand was a way of reconstructing and
retaining the family’s cultural identity, but that this was tempered by an uncertainty
over how their identity would be received in wartime New Zealand’s anti-German
climate. Referring to his grandfather Richard’s letters, Danny describes the family’s
experience as a ‘tragedy’ from which ‘he [Richard] never recovered; from being so
far away and being treated like an alien here, not welcomed.’18
But despite their exile from Germany and wartime enemy alien status in
New Zealand, Danny claims the family remained proud of their German-Jewish
identity.19 He highlights the survival of traditions as fundamental to the continued
endurance of Jewish culture in diaspora. Richard’s music was certainly central to
this process of maintaining the family’s sense of identity in New Zealand, arguably
Diemut Majer, ‘Non-Germans’ under the Third Reich: The Nazi Judicial and Administrative System in
Germany and Occupied Eastern Europe, with Special Regard to Occupied Poland, 1939–1945, John Hopkins
University Press in association with the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, Baltimore,
Maryland, 2003, pp. 158–61.
16 Sonia (Soni) Mulheron, Track file 1 of 2: TASCAM_0081.wav.
17 David J. Parkin, ‘Mementoes as Transitional Objects in Human Displacement’, Journal of
Material Culture, vol. 4, no. 3, 1999.
18 Daniel (Danny) Mulheron and Sara Stretton, interview by Louisa Hormann, 15 August 2015,
Wellington, interview 05/10. Track file 1 of 1: TASCAM_0086.wav.
19 Ibid.
15
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even more so for the second generation. Holocaust and memory scholar Nina
Fischer argues that the mnemonic value of inherited objects, physically
representing the survival of the past, gives the second generation the opportunity
to ‘locate themselves within a multigenerational family and its continuity.’20
Richard’s compositions (and music in a more general sense) are a shared interest
between grandfather and grandson, separated by time and circumstance. Over the
decades, Danny came to realise that Fuchs’s compositions were to him, the ‘most
valuable and important’ of his grandparents’ objects, and he continues to play them
as ‘something I do every day, or when I’m home I tend to flick through it, and try
and play stuff.’21 Against the odds, Richard’s music today continues to serve a daily
purpose in the lives of the second generation – as practised and performed art, and
as a catalyst for discovering more about the first generation’s refugee migration
experience.

Richard Fuchs music sheet. Collection of Fuchs Archive. Display at Wellington Museum, 2015. Photograph by author, with permission
of Wellington Museum, J. Mulheron, D. Mulheron and S. Stretton.

Nina Fischer, Memory Work: The Second Generation, Palgrave Macmillan, Houndmills, United
Kingdom, 2015, p. 32.
21 Mulheron and Stretton, Track file 1 of 1: TASCAM_0086.wav.
20
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POSTMEMORIAL PERFORMANCE
PŌNEKE AND BACK AGAIN

FROM

KARLSRUHE

TO

In 2007, two years after first examining the family papers, Richard’s daughter,
Danny’s mother Soni Mulheron, received an invitation from her hometown of
Karlsruhe to attend ‘Richard Fuchs: Eine Rehabilitation’ at the Karlsruhe
Hochschule für Musik. The memorial concert was held on 19 June 2007 and was
dedicated solely to the music of Richard Fuchs. It was the world’s first dedicated
public performance of his works, and included performances of: Piano quintet in D
major (1931), Heitere Musik; für acht Blasinstrumente [Cheerful music: for eight wind
instruments] (1933), Festtag [Holiday] (1935), and Auf den Tod eines Kindes [On the
death of a child] (1937). It was the first time Danny and Soni heard his music being
performed and the first time Soni had returned to her homeland since fleeing
Germany.
Soni’s return journey is the narrative thread upon which The Third Richard
documentary film is structured, set to a soundtrack of Fuchs’s musical works and
interspersed by scenes of the Karlsruhe Hochschule students practising for their
upcoming performance. Filming ‘on location’ in Germany had a sensory influence
on Soni’s memories as Danny interviewed her about her family’s experiences in the
1930s. While he had heard most of the stories recorded for the documentary on
previous occasions, it was ‘the first time they were expressed very clearly’, and some
new material did arise during filming too, as remembered by Soni and by family
friends. According to Danny, ‘the environment piqued her memory. Sitting on the
stairs of the school, or going to the tram that they provided. You know, it created
… a memory.’22 While on the tram, Soni describes being six years old and returning
home on the tram one day to find the Gestapo interviewing her father: ‘It was the
first time I actually became aware you’ve got to be careful in this place. You can’t
just talk, because there are consequences. It was very frightening for me, but it was
more frightening for my father. But isn’t it scary? How did that happen?’23
Not only was this a return journey for the family, but the performance, or
re-performance of Fuchs’s work added a further commemorative layer to Danny
and Soni’s recorded experience in Karlsruhe. Both aspects of the journey – return
and commemoration – intersect at various points in the film to emotive effect, but
most affecting is Soni’s narration of her older sister Eva’s suicide in September
1958 set against the concert performance of Auf den Tod eines Kindes. Set to words
by Johann Ludwig Uhland, Fuchs composed this lied (song) in 1937, two decades
prior to his own daughter’s death:
Du kamst, du gingst mit leiser Spur,
Ein flücht’ger Gast in Erdenland;

22
23

Ibid.
Mulheron and Stretton, The Third Richard, 17:27.
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Woher? Wohin? – wir wissen nur
Aus Gottes Hand in Gottes Hand.24
Its performance here by mezzo-soprano Amira Elmadfa has the effect of creating
a temporal overlap, acting as musical dialogue between the past and present. Tina
Frühauf and Lily Hirsch, citing Philip Bohlman, call this ‘represence of musical
memory’ a collective act, ‘especially evident in commemoration as a complex,
symbolic form of memory transmission.’ Commemoration, they add, ‘bridges time
and space as actual events that preserve memory for the future while serving as a
link to the past.’25
In a similar way, The Third Richard is a unique, memorial outcome of the
Karlsruhe performances, and with it the family has created a new record of their
history. Danny considers the film itself as its own artefact – an object of historical
importance and familial importance: ‘it’s [family history] become to affect me very
strongly, and the older you get the more you think about it, ’cause you think about
what they went through.’26 Reflecting on the concert’s title, ‘Richard Fuchs: Eine
Rehabilitation’, Danny wonders who is being rehabilitated through the staging of
such a performance. He says to a family friend, ‘I’m not sure I can forgive
Karlsruhe. Yet, or ever. I don’t know about Mum. But this concert I love because
they want to hear the music … but, forgiveness has to be hard, and it has to be
earned.’27 Performing these lost works, especially to an audience of the artist’s
descendants, was a step towards reconciliation, but perhaps most significantly a
reconciliation of knowledge and memory between generations. As the catalyst for
creating a documentary record of the Fuchs’s refugee migration experience, the
Karlsruhe performances initiated the transmission of the Fuchs’s familial
postmemory from the first generation to the next.
Music has served as the core component of community Kristallnacht memorial
events in Wellington, New Zealand since the first public memorial concert was
held there in 2010. Organised by the Holocaust Centre of New Zealand in
collaboration with Donald Maurice and Inbal Megiddo of Te Kōkī New Zealand
School of Music (NZSM), the annual Kristallnacht memorial concert is a public
community fundraiser for the Holocaust Centre. Works by Richard Fuchs feature
nearly every year as programme highlights due to the historical connection between
Translation: ‘On the Death of a Child: Thou camest, thou departedst, with gentle footstep, a
fleeting guest on earth. Whence? Whither? – out of God’s hand and into God’s hand, that is all
we know.’ ‘Papers for Teachers: A Monthly Periodical Designed for Pupil Teachers, Students in Training,
Acting Teachers’, Moffat and Paige, London, 1880, p. 299.
25 Tina Frühauf and Lily E. Hirsch (eds), ‘Introduction’, Dislocated Memories: Jews, Music, and Postwar
German Culture, Oxford University Press, New York, 2014, p. 6.
26 While Danny had an interest in his grandfather’s music, his interest in the wider family history
‘took off’ with the documentary, which was the first exposition of Dora Fuchs’ carton of collected
family papers. Mulheron and Stretton, Track file 1 of 1: TASCAM_0086.wav.
27 Mulheron and Stretton, The Third Richard, 51:32.
24
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the composer and Kristallnacht. In November 1938 Richard and his brother Walter
Fuchs and other Jewish men from Karlsruhe were arrested following the pogroms
of Kristallnacht and imprisoned in Dachau concentration camp.28 If the family
could prove they would emigrate before 1 January 1939, Richard would be
released.29 Having secured a New Zealand visa and immigration permit, Dora
Fuchs used the documents as proof the family intended to emigrate and Richard
was released. The family left Germany on 26 December 1938.30
Exile and displacement – a common theme in Jewish music and in Fuchs’s
own works – is brought to the fore in the Kristallnacht memorial performance.
Frühauf and Hirsch affirm that ‘Music has a special role to play in reckoning with
this [Jewish] displacement… Through music, an individual can connect to a place
from the past or to a place of the future.’31 In performing the works of a composer
so indelibly affected by the very historical event the memorial concert is
memorialising, these Kristallnacht memorial performances of Fuchs’s music again
draw the past into conversation with the present. Moreover, Fuchs’s work here
signifies the individual tragedies of Nazi persecution, but performed in the context
of Kristallnacht commemoration, also fulfils a broader purpose of Holocaust
remembrance.
The world premiere of A Song For Simeon (1938) was performed on the 78th
anniversary of Kristallnacht, at the 2016 ‘Kristallnacht Holocaust Commemoration
Concert’, nearly 70 years after the composer’s death. It was performed by Senior
Lecturer in Voice at the NZSM James Clayton and Gabriela Glapska, a PhD
student in Piano Performance at the NZSM at Te Herenga Waka Victoria
University of Wellington. Composed in 1938, shortly before Kristallnacht, the
piece is a pre-war work co-opted here into the commemorative context. A Song for
Simeon is a work for a bass and orchestra, and is a setting of a poem of the same
name by T.S. Eliot. The poem has a strong biblical narrative and tells the story of
Simeon, a just and devout Jew. This is an unusual choice as Eliot was widely
recognised at the time as an anti-Semite. According to Sara Stretton, ‘Fuchs was
very much aware of this and even wrote to Eliot gently reminding him of the
hardships going on in Europe for Jews and pointed out he should not be writing
such racist poetry.’32 However, an examination of Eliot’s text suggests why Fuchs
decided to choose this poem:
Grant us thy peace.
I have walked many years in this city,
Kept faith and fast, provided for the poor,

Sedley, ‘Richard Fuchs Biography’, p. 11.
Sonia (Soni) Mulheron, Track file 1 of 2: TASCAM_0081.wav.
30 Sedley, ‘Richard Fuchs Biography’, p. 12.
31 Frühauf and and Hirsch (eds), p. 7.
32 Sara Stretton, ‘A Song for Simeon – Richard Fuchs (1887–1947,’ in Kristallnacht Holocaust
Commemoration Concert Programme: 9 November 2016, Holocaust Centre of New Zealand, Wellington,
2016, p. 7.
28
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Have given and taken honour and ease.
There went never any rejected from my door.
Who shall remember my house, where shall live my
Children’s children
When the time of sorrow is come?
They will take to the goat’s path, and the fox’s home,
Fleeing from the foreign faces and foreign words.33
Despite Eliot’s prejudice and the fact that Fuchs was not devoutly religious, these
words speak to the sense of alienation refugees like him would have felt at the
prospect of going into exile. Fuchs’s biographer Steven Sedley notes Fuchs would
often choose poems significant to him and his times. ‘Fuchs, about to relinquish
his comfortable if precarious wealthy middle class life in Germany, could well have
felt that Eliot wrote the poem for him personally.’34
The decision to perform this particular Fuchs composition at the concert
was tied to 2016’s concert theme: ‘Raising Awareness of Refugees in New Zealand’.
Staged during the fifth year of the Syrian civil war and amidst a refugee crisis
affecting millions of displaced Syrians, this performance of Fuchs’s work echoed
present-day concerns. 9 November 2016 was also the night the results of the 2016
United States presidential election were announced. A Song for Simeon, the secondto-last performance of the night, was ironically performed to a bewildered audience
reeling from the shock of the results, and justifiably concerned over what this new
order might mean for the world. The commemorative effect of this layering of
meaning and significance – to both individuals and groups, to past and present-day
concerns – was the collective experience of a truly transnational, postmemorial
performance for all present that evening.
CONCLUSION
According to Sedley, ‘Fuchs was arguably the most experienced composer living in
New Zealand in the years between 1939 and 1947.’35 Full of apparent
contradictions, his love of German culture is evident in his compositions and
writings. How exceptionally German his music was is a recurring theme throughout
Mulheron’s documentary. As he explains, ‘He [Fuchs] wrote … music that possibly
… the Nazis would have loved … but we’ll never know because they never heard
T.S. Eliot, Collected Poems, Faber and Faber, London, 1936.
Steven Sedley, ‘Questions About Richard Fuchs, 2010 CANZONA [Composers Association of NZ]
Yearbook, p. 6, published on the Richard Fuchs Archive < http://richardfuchs.nz/wpcontent/uploads/2019/06/Questions_about_Richard_Fuchs.pdf> (retrieved 14 November
2021).
35 Sedley, ‘Richard Fuchs Biography’, p. 13.
33
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it.’36 Such gaps in the historical understanding of Fuchs’s compositions and how
his works have contributed to the musical world are inevitable; they arise directly
from the historical circumstance of the composer’s life and the political context in
which he lived and worked.
This article interrogated how such musical performances of lost and
forgotten Jewish works communicate the German-Jewish refugee experience to the
second generation, far removed by time and space from the experience itself, but
indelibly affected by it. The inherited archive is crucial in this process. Danny
Mulheron’s exploration of his grandfather’s manuscripts, while still revealing gaps
in the archive, is in fact a postmemorial action, an attempt by the second generation
to confront the losses inherent to twentieth-century Jewish history. Mulheron’s
research, already an affiliative postmemorial response to the Karlsruhe memorial
performance of Fuchs’s works, in turn, became the instigator of the Richard Fuchs
Archive, a project which seeks to preserve, publish, and promote the works of
Richard Fuchs into the future.37
The musical performance of lost Jewish works has the potential to embody
and memorialise the past experiences of first-generation refugees and other
survivors of the Holocaust. Such performances provide the first generation and
their descendants an opportunity to reconnect with their personal past, as well as
offering audiences at a public memorial level the opportunity to also engage with
those past events. These re-performances are in turn influenced by secondgeneration collective memory to form an intergenerational legacy of the Holocaust.
This performative embodiment of the historical archive – connecting one family’s
survival story with the larger narrative of the Holocaust – can, in some cases,
transform the losses of twentieth-century Jewish history into a legacy of memory.
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Mulheron and Stretton, The Third Richard, 1:14:43.
Richard Fuchs Archive, ‘Richard Fuchs Archive Trust’ <https://richardfuchs.nz/archive/>
(retrieved 14 November 2021).
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